
Parenting 
As A Recovering Shouldaholic



AGENDA

Exploring the concept of Shouldaholicism
Being Aware of our State of Mind
Calming Tools for Emotional Co-Regulation



PERFECTIONISM

Don E. Hamachek (1978) determined that there are two types of
perfectionism: Normal Perfectionism versus Neurotic Perfectionism

Normal perfectionists can pursue perfection without compromising
their self-esteem and can derive pleasure from their efforts. 

Neurotic perfectionists strive for unrealistic goals and feel dissatisfied
when they cannot reach them.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normality_(behavior)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuroticism


SHOULDAHOLIC

Sets high expectations (I "should" be able to do that easily.)
Measures self-worth by only accomplishment (I "should only" be
proud of myself if I reach that goal.)
Criticizes themselves harshly when they fail to meet their
expectations (I "should have" been able to do that, and because I
didn't, I must be dumb, lazy, incompetent, or a loser.)
Has an all or nothing mentality (I "should not" reward myself by
doing something fun until this job is done perfectly.)

A shouldaholic: 



SHOULDAHOLIC

perfection over improvement
perception of self over authentic self
judgment over relationship
rules over reality
results over cost

A shouldaholic prioritizes:



SHOULDAHOLIC

has a biased filter in which to interpret the world
increases pressure and stress on self
increases pressure and stress on children
may want to shift from neurotic perfectionism to
normal perfectionism

A shouldaholic:



STATE OF MIND

Thriving

Surviving

Overwhelmed



10 Minute Breakout

Think of a moment in time when you felt overwhelmed
Describe how your body was feeling
Describe the thoughts going through your head
With your partner, come up with 5 possible responses
What would you choose in when overwhelmed? in surviving state
of mind? in thriving state of mind?

With your parent partner:



ASPIRATIONS 

EMOTIONS

LOVE 

YOU

ROUTINES
STORYTELLING
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Being seen and heard
Being validated and valued

LOVE FIRST: CONNECTION OVER CORRECTION

LOVE

Thriving

Surviving

Overwhelmed Becoming aware
when being unloving

Being curious 
about emotions (both ours

and theirs)

Modeling unconditional love
to self and children



Is this about our ego?
What are the priorities?

PARENTAL ASPIRATION: LONG TERM PRIORITIES

ASPIRATION 

Thriving

Surviving

Overwhelmed Becoming aware of our
inherited parental playbook

Developing our parental approach

Apply and evolving parental approach



Be a whole person
Have self-compassion

FOCUS ON YOU:
YOU MATTER!

YOU



What does "Self Talk" look like for you?

Thriving

Surviving

Overwhelmed Becoming aware: How are you talking to yourself?
With harshness or compassion?

Shifting self-talk: Talk to yourself as you would talk
to a good friend. From hope and faith that things

will get better, not from fear and doubt.

Prioritize self: Take care of self before taking
care of others. Proactively vavoid burnout and resentment.



The Basics:
Survival Stuff

The Insta-Relief:
Your Go To "Ah... "

The Investment:
Building Longer
Term Capacity

What does "Self Care" look like for you?

Thriving

Surviving

Overwhelmed



What are they telling you?
Be curious

UNDERSTANDING EMOTIONS:
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

EMOTIONS



EMOTIONS

Thriving

Surviving

Overwhelmed Becoming aware

Being curious

Regulating responses



EMOTIONAL REGULATION

A N C H O R
self regulation

H A R B O R
 co-regulation



A - Awareness of body
N - Name what is happening in body
C - Connect to sensory Calming Tools
H - Honour the process
O - Open to connection
R - Recommit to relationship (e.g.
Rupture and Repair)

SELF REGULATION

A N C H O R
self regulation



CO-REGULATION

H A R B O R
 co-regulation

H - Hold space
A - Accept reality
R - Remember sensory Calming Tools
B - Be low, slow & soft
O - Open to connection
R - Remind child of safety in
relationships (e.g. Rupture and Repair)



CALMING TOOLS

Move left/right
Adjust lights
Use a flashlight

Vision:

Rocking movement
Play sports
Dance around

Movement:
Play a chant
Play nature sound
Sing or hum

Sound:

Massage lightly
Hug, if okay
Lay in dirt outside

Touch:

Slow down breathing
Count breaths
Take deep breaths

Breath Work:

Drink ice water
Chew on ice
Chew on sour

Taste:



RUPTURE AND REPAIR

Name what happened
Name how you felt
Name your needs
Name your mistake
Make a commitment
Forgive yourself

Self Apology:

Connect
Ask for consent
Understand their feeling
Apologize
Describe your aspiration
Ask permission to show your love

Meaningful repair:



EMOTIONAL REGULATION

A N C H O R
self regulation

H A R B O R
 co-regulation



15 Minute Breakout

Where are you on the OST thermometre tool right now?
Will ANCHOR or HARBOR work for you if you are at O?
Which Calming Tools do you resonate with?
What surprised you about the Rupture and Repair tool?

With your parent partner discuss:



What is in the way?
How to make it easier?

DEVELOPING ROUTINES: MAKE IT EASY TO DO IT

ROUTINES 

Thriving

Surviving

Overwhelmed Identifying habits without judgment

Maximizing productive habits 
and minimizing destructive habits

Aligning habits with short-term 
and long-term goals



How true is it?
Learn and grow together

STORYTELLING: WHAT IS THE NARRATIVE?

STORYTELLING

Thriving

Surviving

Overwhelmed Becoming aware of internal 
and external dialogue

Flipping the perspective

Developing inspiring stories together



ASPIRATIONS 

EMOTIONS

LOVE 

YOU

ROUTINES
STORYTELLING
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RECOVERING SHOULDAHOLIC

improvement over perfection
relationship over judgment
their child over societal expectations

A recovering shouldaholic prioritizes:



RECOVERING SHOULDAHOLIC

Sets values-based expectations and boundaries
Adjusts expectations based on resources available
Allows discomfort from not meeting expectations
Learns from mistakes and does not attach failure to self-worth
Models to children ambition AND self-compassion
Practices emotional regulation and co-regulation

A recovering shouldaholic: 



THANK YOU!

Sherry@SandwichParenting.Com
@sandwichparenting
SandwichParenting


